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Hands off the Vietnam Revolution!
Statement of the International Committee of the
Fourth International on U.S. actions in Vietnam,
adopted on February 21, 1965.
The Internaticnal Committee of the Fourth Intern,ational condemns the large-scale bombing attacks in
North Vietnam by the U.S. imperialists in early February 1965.
These actions are counter-revolutionary reprisals
against the rapidly approaching complete victory of the
revolution in South Vietnam.
The International Committee ~ in complete solidarity with the workers and peasants in Vietnam and the
Viet Cong (liberation army) in their revolution against
the corrupt capit.alist regime in Saigon and its imperialist supporters. The interests of' the working people
in South-east Asia cannot be realized until the last
vestige of imperialist intervention is removed.

Cynical Betrayal
The International Committee calls for the unrelenting support of the workers of all countries for the
liberation army and for the actions of the Vietnamese
workers, whose aim is to expel the American forces
from South Vietnam and all imperialist forces from
South-east Asia.
In this 'struggle for national liberation, the workers
will find the road to -their own power in these countries.
Their struggles are part. of the world socialist revolution.
The successful conclusion of the civil war in South
Vietnam will complete the revolutionary' victory at
Dien Bien Phu in 1954. Th~t victory demolished French
imperialist rule over Indo-China, but the victory was
cynically betrayed by the Stalinist bureaucracy in the
Geneva Agreement of July 1954 which partitioned
Vietnam. The pretext for this "compromise" was that
only this type of settlement could avoid nuclear war in
the atomic age.
Subsequently the Geneva provisions for "free elections" and national unification have be~n ignored by
the South Vietnamese dictatorship which has received
the support of U.S. imperialism: the American forces
in Vietnam are now 24,000 troops, together with a
large naval and air striking force.
Meanwhile, the British Conservative and Labour governments alike have huilt. up imperialist forces in
Malaysia.
Even this, however, has failed to prevent the present
situation, where Saigon governments fall every few days

and the Viet Cong controls 80 per cent of South Vietnam.
The counter-revolutionary reprisals of the Pentagon
aim to intimidate the peoples of South-east Asia and
particularly the workers and peasants of Vietnam and
of the Chinese Peoples' Republic.
Threatening "escalation" into a world nuclear conflict, Johnson and the U.S. ruling class hope to ensure
the collaboration of Moscow and even Peking for a
sell-out in Vietnam,. to save whatever can be saved for
imperialism.
The workers of the world and the people of Vietnam
can have no confidence in any wing of the Stalinist
bureaucracy.
There must be no settlement through secret diplomacy.

Working Class Action
The revolution in Vietnam will be victorious through
the struggles of the Vietnamese workers and peasants
backed by the solidarity actions of workers all over
the world.
Those "socialists" who demand recall of the Geneva
Conference or "new diplomatic initiatives," particularly
the Communist parties of Western Europe and the left
wing of the British Labour Party, are advocating a new
sell-out like Geneva in 1954. .
. The present situation and its dangers, the' large- .
scale bloodletting over the last 11 years, are the results precisely of the subservience of these opportunists
to imperialism and to the Stalinist .bureaucracy in 1954.
Now, as then, there is no way out except through the
internation~l' working-class struggle. In every country
and particularly in Britain and the USA, the :workers
must demand:

HANDS OFF THE VIETNAM REVOLUTION!
WITHDRAW ALL U. S. AND BRITISH
TROOPS, WARSHIPS AND MILITARY AIR:,:
CRAFT FROM SOUTH-EAST ASIA IMME·
DIATELY!
STOP BOMBING OF NORTH VIETNAM!
END THE BRITISH LABOUR G~VEJilN.
MENT'S SUPPORT FOR U.S. IMPERIAL-'
ISM!
NO SECRET DIPLOMACY!
ALL SUPPOR'l' TO THE REVOLUTION IN
SOUTH VIETNAM!
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CORRESPONDENCE
More on ,vietnam:
New York, N.Y.
15 January i965
The Newsletter,
London, England:
Dear. Comrades,
The article which appeared in the January 2 Newsletter under the title "Vietnam: workers face 20th year
of war" by'"}>. Desai, was deficient in both historical
accuracy and Marxist criticism. It refers t() the "heroic" struggle of Ho 'Chi Minh and the Indo-Chinese
Communist Party from 1945 to 1954 without mentioning that this "heroism" expressed itself in a consistent
policy of betrayal of' the revolutionary workers' and
peasants' movement which has served only to prolong
the war. The article does not refer to the murder of
Trotskyists by the Communists, the disarming of the
workers and peasants, and the handing over of· the
PQpulation to the Allied occupation forces lat~ in 1945.
. Communist policy at that time was aptly described
by Nguyen Van Tao, a top Stalinist: "Our government,
I repeat, is a democratic and middle class goverl!ment,
even though the Communists are now in power."
The Trotskyists were murdered precisely because
they stood in the way of capitulation to the Allied
PQwers which then included a Soviet Union anxious not
to displease its· French, ally. Thus, in Indo-China
Stalin's policy of peaceful coexistence led to a bloodier
and more costly conflict than would have been necessary
had there been a Marxist 'and not Stalinist leadership.
And the qutcome of the war against the French was
another capitulation! At Geneva in 1954 the fat Soviet
and somewhat leaner Ch;ntse bureaucracjes, together
with the_ United States, Britain and France, decided
the outcome of the war without the pgrticipation of the
Vietnamese! The revolutionary forces, following the
terms of the settlement imposed on them, wit¥rew
from areas under their military control WIth the understanding that the imperialists would permit free
elections!

.Thu8, th.e· retl'~ts and betrayals of Stalinism oWf
been a determining factor in the nature and extent of
the present war.
. And yet another betrayal is being prepared by the
Communists in the National Liberation Front. Their
demand for a neutral South Vietnam leaves open the
possibility' of a settlement which will·leave basic pro}).'
lems unsolved, and will thus require further o,rmed
struggle. ,
A:n,d this trel!-cherous policy .is not criticized in the
New8letter article! Nor is there mention of the necessity for building a Marxist party which will lead the
struggle not for neutralism, but for a Viet1UZ?nese
w'fY1'ker8· republic.
What ,has hppened· to th~ Permanent Revolution?
Do we now, put our 'faith in Stalinists and petty-bourgeois nationalists? It is a Marxist's responsibility to
expose the inadequacy of the program, as well as the
treachery of the leaders, which have led the masses
to sufferirig and defeat. The article by P. Desai in
The Newsletter, however, fails in this respect., Instead,
it leaves us with confidence in those same forces which
have several times betrayed the Vietnamese workers
and peasants, and are once again preparing a similar
tragedy. I trust that this a;ticle does not reflect the
editorial policy of The Newsletter.
Fraternally,
P. Jen
\

And:·
The foUowing cablegro,~ was 8ent on the dolg the
U.S. air attacks again8t: Nm·th Vietnam 1('ere begun:
~UNDAY, 7 FEBRUARY 1965
PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH,
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM
HANOI, NORTH VIET NAM:
SP ART AC1ST IN FULLEST SOLIDARITY WITH
DEFENSE OF YOUR COUNTRY AGAINST ATTACK BY UNITED STATES IMPERIALISM.
HEROIC STRUGGLE OF VIETNAMESE WORKING
PEOPLE' FURTHERS THE AMERICAoN REVO,LU,TION.
SPARTACIST EDITORIAL BOARD

Havana, Cuba
We would' like to thank you for the copy of YQur
telegram to President Ho-ehi-Minh that you kindly sent
us.
.
We, South Vietnamese, specially are deeply moved
by the heroic and powerful movemept of American Negroes, students, workers, employees and- personalities
demanding the end of the aggressive war of US hnperialism in South Vietnam and of the US attacks against
the' territory of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,
and supporting the just struggle of our people.
We would like to (take] this opportunity to expr~s
[to] you our deepest thanks. and to send you our h->.,t
greetings.
'
Ly-van-Sau,
[South Vietnam National
Liberation Front]

-I

MAY"'I;t'.
Responses to SPARTACIST No.3:
JMw York, N.Y.
The analysis in the January-February, 1965 issue
of SPARTACIST of the Harlem 1964 events, is the -best
study in depth that I have, read.
'
Enclosed please find my cheek for one dollar so you
can send me ten more copies of that issue.
Sincerely, ,
C9~ad J. Lynn

•

London, England
We would like to thank you warmly for the way you
have made a contribution to the cause of ~rotskyism
by publishing the facts on the arrests of our Cuban
comrades. Just 88 the SWP takes up a pc>Sition indistinguishable from any anti-proletarian apparatus in
relation to our Cuban comrades, Sf) over here the de~enerated "Trotskyists" have kept ,a complete silence
on the subject of the arrests of the 'Cuban,' Brazilian
and Spanish comrades. Nf) doubt you at'e aware .also
that the "militant" SLL "whichhu considerable resources behind it over here has been careful not to sive
any serious/ publicity to the .activities of the arrested
comrades. There is nothing more revealing to 8howup
their .complete 1088 of Bolshevikperspeetives~
You have rendered a aervice to Trotskyism in the
USA in the very citadel of Imperialism. •••
Revolutionary Greetings,
Theo Melville,
Revolutionary Worken

p.any [Posadas}

Houston, Texas
We received witli~t interest the statement of the
YPSL Re'9olution'ary Tendeney on thedi880lution of the
YPSL. I and the other comrades here aJ'l'M with the
statement and believe they have done the right thiqin
going into the Spartaciats. We in the Workers Party of
Texas also feel ourselves in substanflalagNement with
YCMI. In adopting the name 'we did not intend to implY
-that we were trying to revive oreontlnue 'the Shaeh~
Jiianite formulations. If ,anything, we f~1 ounelv.
clOMr to the Spartacists on the 4uestion of thenatuN
of the Soviet Union .and the t'Ole of the St.1inist pal'ti.
than your newestniemben.Very basICally, there ,are
only two kinds - of prQpertyoWllel'$hip-private aJld
collective. Whatever its bureaucratic derener"tions and
possible deformities, the Soviet Union has achieveCl' so- '
cialization of the basic means of production and distribution. In spite of its tyranny and imperialist aetions in competition with the capitalist world market,
the sOviet Union remains a degenerated workers' state
that has the basic form of~a socialist system, and our
attitude toward it should be one of critical defense.
'We have been laboring under the impression that the
Spartacist mo.vemeBt was moreOl' leaa a tentative orpnization with the perspective either of helpiIag'to
form a larpr revolutiODal7, orpnbatfoD Gl' ,___

rejoining and revitalizing the SWP. We would be inter..
..ted in oy.oUr comments on this.
Our own plans. as 'we :tb:aally worked them out, have
been to conduct flbe Workers Party as a political, labor,
and social action group concentrating on Texas, and
sPeei'fically Houston, and forming as a separate entity
a sort of committee of correspondence to establish regular communication among revolutionary socialists' nationwide••••
The dissolution of the YPSL .and particularly the
action taken by its Revolutionary Tendency have caused
us Hain t9 recOll8ider our course of action. We ,are requestiIal member.ship in _the Spartacists, if this is
,agree~le to you. We 'would have done so sooner, oDly
we did not think that, geographically isolated as we are,
it- would be possible under the rules of discipline of the
organnation. [All ,our present members] . are serious
and willing to donate time and energy. We are very
strictly disciplined and have been very selective in
letting in members. We want no kooks or dilettantes
and make sure we know each person before he is admitted. We are all agreed one all basic issues and progra~ feel very greatly the need for the formation of
a disciplined, dedicated, revolutionary organization in
this country, and feel we agree with the program of the
Spartacists. • •• '
I am enclosing a copy of the Workers Party local constitution and am very anxious to hear from you soon.
Fraternally,
Ramon

•

,
Austin, Texas
We have considered ourselves socialists for quite
some. time, .and have come to place our hopes in tire
principles of Marxism-Leninism. As Trotskyists we
believe your group to be the most potentially effective
radical orPnization around. We would like to formally
apply for membership in Spartacist with this letter.
., •• We believe that we understand the concept of -dem...
ocratic-centralbftl and of candidate membership.
Since there are [several] of us applying at once from
Austin, we would like to. be given status. as an organizing committee.
Yours for the
Fourth International

•

Baltimore, Md.;
I would like to request aceeptance of· 1ny.appli~tion,
fOI; znemberlthip biSpartacist, by the Editorial B~M.
I am fullX aware of the nature of Spartacist organization, its conditions of membership, and its positiOlUi.
I, as a Marxist-Leninist, and a follower in principle
of Leon Trotsky, am prepared to act as a dedicated
and diseiplinep member of Spartacist. I, with the Spar- ,
taclst or,anization, look forward tQ the creation of a
~uniat8OCiety as forged out of the struggles of the
proletariat led by the revolutionary vaDgue,rd party.
Comradely, greetings

tv. '

.

The ab011e letter is trPiCGZ ofa number of applicatioMrecentlll reteitJed from the Baltimore area.
(OIIltiaMd 'Botf,oa -Nest P....)
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,Conspiracy and Treachery
in Ala.bama
From the beginning' the black vot~r registration camin the South was an assertion 'of potential indePendenc~irected against the underlying social sysiem as weU as tlie segregationist political apparatus
which' helps maintain it. Revolutionary in implication
b~~$e' it irtv(;lv!l((organi~ing masses ()f black workers
and.sh~r~,:croI>pers . in' struggle; the mass character' of
the"movemimt poses a dangerous threat to the Airieri~
c8:~ .ruling .class and its politicians; Hence they use
every means at their djsposal to derail the movement
~including sending in such kept leaders as Martin
Luther King-to head it off and deliver it to the Democratic Party where the job of b~heading and neutralizing it can be finished off.
lJai~

.

Racist Bosses Supported March

The spectacle of Northern "liberal" political bosses,
such 'as Wagner and Rockefeller, shedding crocodile
tears over the r:acist violence and supporting the .Selmato-Montgomery march, corroborates our opinion. For
example, Wagner's representative to the march, Deputy
Mayor Paul Screva.re, was in direct control of the New
York City administration last summer when thousands
of his cops terrorized the people of Harlem for four
days under the pretext of suppressing a "riot." And
this .was merely an intensification of the daily oppression and intimidation of Negroes and Spanish-speaking
minorities carried out by the "liberal'" big-eity machines~ (Wagner's true role was made clear a few weeks
ago at a 'Catholic breakfast-rally attended by 5,600

. . . CORRESPONDENCE
Death ofa Comrade:
Loftus, Austral.'
'This is to advise you of the death of John P. (Jack)
Kavanagh on July 6th 1964 in his eighty-fourth year,
six days before his eighty-fifth birthday.
There isn't much 1 can say at the moment except that
he fought for the rights of the workers up to the last
~ew' weeks of his life, when he became bedridden, aJjd
his mental facilities collapsed.
"
Wishing you succe,ss in the struggle.
Edna L. J{avanagh

The 'Workers Vanguard, a Canadian socialist paper
for which comrade Kavanagh wrote, carried the foll(Jwing biographical note about him in its issue of Ju'U
1968:

"Our correspondent from '~own under' was pre.sidtmt
of the Vancouver Trades Council in 1912-1913. Durit&g
the ·trial of the leaders of ,the Winipeg General StNt1;e.
of :1.919 Jie was sent to England to raise funds for' tieBtrikers' defense. A founding member of. the Canadian
Communist Party, he went to Australia in 1925. He
'was expelled from the Australian CP in 1981,. for
TiqtBkllism." •

N.Y. cops featuring ultra-rightist William F. Buckley
as speaker. Buckley, in the course of a long invective
against the civil-rights movement, praised the "restraint" of the Alabama troopers and pleaded that they
had been "provoked" and were justified in attacking
the Selma marchers with dubs, cattle-prods and tear
gas. For this, amidst enthusiastic "stomping, whistling,
a;nd cheerfng" by "New' York's Finest," Wagner congratulated Buckley for his "eloquence.")

Perversion in Selma
Through the King leadership, Lyndon Johnson managed to corral the Selma civil-rights movement into a
virtual rally of support for himself and for these same
racist bosses in the Democratic Party. In fact, the
march acquired the character of an "official" parade
jirectly launched from Washington, with a corps of
food and latrine trucks, doctors and nurses, swarms of
pOliticians, etc., plus Federal troops standing guard
along the route. The tempo of mass pressure for democratic rights in the South had made it necessary for
Johnson t010ffer some sort of voting rights law. However, b tl,te granting of this concession, Johnson has
made every effort ~ bend it to the interests of capitalism-and particularly to the benefit of his party. It is .
clear that Johnson timed his Voting Rights bill and
the deployment of troops to coincide intimately with
King's maneuversl in Selma. In this way Johnson, the
racist cracker, has made hiJDself appear ,as a "great
white father" and the Federal government as benefactor and defender of the Negro people-a master
stroke of cynical dupery.

Celebration on the Left
The mindless enthusing of the Militant and others
over the Selma-to-Montgolnery march only attests to
the extraordinary political shrewdness of Johnson:
firmly directing King's activities with one hand,
staunchly defending "states' dghts" with his other
hand, all the while cautionin~ "both sides"; and then
s~nding in troops and pushing the vote law from the
"middle of the road." In addition to adding its voice
to the chorus 'Celebrating the m~rch and the mobilization of Federal troops, the "revolutionary" Militant
committed the further betrayal of calling upon J ohnson to keep his troops in Alabama, and reiterated its
demand to the bourgeoisie that the American troops in
Vietnam be sent to Alabama. The grotesqueness of the
4emand is clear when one recalls what troops are fighting in Vietnam-the notorious Marines and the anticommunist elite "SpeciaI'"'Forces"! For "revolutionists"
to proclaim that the democratic revolution in the South
can be carried out on the bayonets of imperialism, instead of by the organized black and white workers in
struggle against such forces, is simple treachery.

Breach in the Democratic Party
In spite of Johnson's efforts to make his voting rights
l)ill "work" for racist capitalism, it appears that what
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will emerge is a potentially valuable concession by th~
make it clear that Johnson will mobilize Federal foretl'
power structure to the civil rights movement, giving
and pass. voting-rights' bills only when he feels ~t
Negroes in Alabama and several other states the right
the interests of the American racist ,tatUl quo will
benefit. Once the Negro people begin to assert their
to vote. Of course.1he ruling class intends ,to do all it
can to assure that this right is not exercised in a y,ay
real power and independence, and attempt to use these
that would threaten it, i.e., by going outside the Demo-~'"Jaws for their own political action, these same troops
cratic-R~publican party. framework. In ad4ition, it is ' will be turned against them in the interests of racist
vital to note that <as numQfous news analysts have
oppression. The civil-rights movement will then find
pointed oup the bill 'applies in practice solely to t1!-ose
itself witch-hunted, its meetings raided and supporters
Southern states in which Democratic machines bolted
arrested, by the same. F.B.I. it is preSently beseechin&', '
lor Goldwater in 1964, while ignoring the voter restricto protect it. The illusion of "non:violence" spread by
tions of other states,"such as Louisiana, which remained
King and others is a criminal disarming of black peoloyal to Johnson. Thus, it is obvious tha~ Johnson wishpie, and is consistent with the role of these "leaders"
es to pay back Governor, Wallace and various other
as agents of the power structure. The movement ni..t
Southern politicians for this defection. Through the
scrap these illusions once and for all and begm to organize the Negro people to. defend themselves from
services of King and other "policemen," Johnson feels
be has the Southern Negro vote "in the bag" and can
violence. The movement must look to Jtself, not_to the
afford to push a. voting law through Congress-toward
Federal government, for protection.
By developing.- I!OW a party commanding respect and
pulling the rug out from under his opponents inside
winning gains throught the organization of black
the Democratic Party with black votes in 1966 and '68.
power, yet a party without racial exclusivism, Negro
militants will lay the basis for eventual working-class
A Southern Labor Party
fusion. This flIsion will come about when the exploited
Recognizing this trap, civil-rights militants in the
section of the white South is driven into opposition and
South must make it their main task to broaden the
in desperation is compelled to forego color prejudice
struggle for democratic rights into a political struggle
in order to struggle along class lines against its real
against Johnson and the two-party fraud, and to work
.enemies-th~ owners of land and industry and their
towards an /independen~ party based on the needs of
~tate.
tlte Negro people and the whole working class. With
such an organization, ready to defend itself and its
On,y Through Struggle
people from the racist attacks of cops, troopers, and
The Selma~Montgomery events must be clearly' rechoodlums, black people would have little trouble getognized as an intended perversion of the civil-rights
thig and keeping the right to vote, Federal law ·or no.
movement. But militants can turn the projected empty
Only in the context of organizing for independent povoting-rights law against the Democrats, against the
litical struggle does voter registration have meaning.
maintenance of the capitalist system, the survival of
In addition, t~e civil rights movement'must realize
which is inextricably linked with the continued oppr:esthat it cannot look to the Federal government lor "prosion of black people. The key to filling the voting proctection" of any sort. If the past history of F.ederal iness with content iIJ voting lor and building a new party
action and collaboration with the segregationist apfighting for the political, social and economic rights
paratus is not enough proof, the Selma case should
and needs of the working people. •

Pickets protest witch hunting "Harlem, Riots" G'rand JUry on day SPARTACIST editor BubPHnaecl .to
appear at Criminal Court Building. The well-hated New York Red Squa4 cop, ~tz O. Rehr, watches.
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MALCOLM X
Of all the national Negro leaders in this country,
the one who was known uniquely for his militancy,
intransigence, antl refusal to be the liberals' frontman has been shot down. This neW political assassination is another indicator of the rising current
of irrationality and individual terrorism which the
decay of our society begets. Liberal reaction is predictable, and predictably disgusting. They are, of
, course, opposed to ass,assination, and some may even
contribute to the fund for the education of Malcolm's children, but their mourning at the death of
the head of world imperialism had a considerably
,greater ring of sincerity than their regret at the
murder of a black militant who wouldn't play their
ga91e.

charisma. When you heard lIaltolm speak, even
when you heard him say things that were wrong and
confusing, you wanted to believe. Malcolm cOuld
move men deeply. He was the' stuir of which mass
leaders are made. Commencing -his public life in the
context of the apolitical, irrational religiosity and
racial mysticism of the Muslim movement, his break
toward politicalness ,and rationality was slow, painful, and terribly incomplete. It is useless to speculate
on how far it would have gone had he lived. He had
entered prison a bbrjrler, an addiet, and a victim. He
emerged a Muslim and a free man forever~ Elijah
Muhammed and the Lost-Found Nation of Islam
were th\1s inextricably bound up with his personaJ
emaacipation. In any event, at the time of his death
he had not yet developed a clear, explicit, and rationalsocial program. 'Nor had he led his, followers in
Black Muslims?
tile
kind of traDSitional stfuggle necessary, to the
The official story is that Black Muslims' killed Malcreation of a successful mass movement.. J,.acking
~olm. But we, should not hasten to accept this to
date unproved hypothesis. The New York Police, - such a program, he could not develop cadres bBmld on
program. What cadre he had was based on MalCOlm
for example, had good cause to be afraid of Malcolm,
X instead. Hated and feared by the power structure,
,and with the vast resources of blackmail and coerand the focus of the paranoid feelings of l:isformer
eion which are at their disposal, they also had ample
colleagues, his charisma made him dangerous, and
opportunity, and of course would have little reason
hie lack of developed progrl\m and cadre made him
to fear exposure were they involved. At the same
vulnerable. His death by violence had a high order
time, the Muslim theory cannot be discounted out
of probability, as he himaelf clearly felt.
.
of hand because the Muslims are not • political
, group, and in substituting religion for science, MId,
color mystieism for rational analysis, they have a
IIenie ... Tragic Figure
world view which eoulet-encompass the efticacY
Tbe murder 8t Maleo", aDd the di88stroUlJ ceDSemorality of assassination. A inan who haa a direct
queaces lIowin« from, that murder for MaleGm's orpipeline to God can justify .nything.
PDWltioD and Week militancy in general, does not
mean that the miIitaJIt black movement can always
be clecaP.itated with a shotgun. True, there Is an
No Program.
agonizing
pp in blaek Iudership today. On tIM one
The main point, bowever, is not who ]dUid Malhand there are the reapedable servants of the liberal
colm, but why eould he be killed? In the litetal
eStablishment; men like James Farmer whose consense, ot course, any man can be killed, ,*"t why
temptible dort tQ blame Malcolm's murder on "Chiwas Malcolm pariieularly vulnerable f The answer
nese Co~wHsts" will only hasteD his eclipse 88 a
to this question makes' of Malcolm's death trapdy
leader,
and on the other hand the ranks of the miliof the sharpest kind, and in the literal Greek senae.
tants have yet to produce a mas with the leadership
Liberals and Elijah have -tried to make Malcolm.
potential of lIaleolm. But suca leadership will evenvictim of his own (non-existent) doctrines oC Viotually be tortheominl'.This is a statistical as ,well aa
lence. This is totally wrong anet totally hypocriticaL
a social certainty. This leadership, building on the
Malcolm was the most dynamic national leader 'to
experience of othem'such as Malcolm, and -emancihave appeared in America in the last decade. Compated
from his religiosity, will build a movement in
pared with him the famous Kennedy personality wu
which the black masses and their allies can 'lead the
a flimsy cardboard creation of money, publicity,
third great Ameriean revolution. Then Malcolm' X
makeup, and the media. Malcolm had none of these,
will be remembelled by black and whit. alike 88 a
but a righteous e~use and iron character foraed h7
heroic and tragiC' 1igul'8' in a dark period of
oemwhite America in the fire of discriminatien, addicIDCMl
hlstery.
•
tion, prison, and incredible calumny. He had a difBay Area Spartacist Committee, 2 March, 1965
ficult to define but· almost tangible attribu~ caned
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NEW YORK WELFARE STRIKE
A century ago Karl Marx wrote: "The' greater the
social wealth, the functioning capital, the extent and
energy of its growth, and, therefore;'! also the absolllte
mass of the proletariat and the productiveness "of its
labor ... the greater is official pauperism. This is the
absolute general law of capitalist accumulation." Today" as U.S. capitalism is attaining a cyclical peak of
uneXampled prosperity, the relief rolls in New York
City are growing at least as fast as the National Income. "Poverty" is the liberal's catchword and alibi,
but the fact"l'emains: in New York, the richest city the
world has ever known, not only does a quarter of' the
population live in hovels but almost half a million citizens of this city are kept from starvation only by the
"Welfare" dole. Some 6,000 social worke~s are employed by the City to administer these peopl~it was
these 6,000 who this January struck through the entire
month, th,e largest and longest strike of public employees in the history of this state.

Partial Victory
Strikes of public employees are illegal in New York
State. Under the Condon-Wadlin law not only may the
strike itself be enjoined, but all strikers are subject to
penalUes ranging from departmental fines to dismissal.
In the course of the strike each striker was told several
timea that he or she was fired; and nineteen union
leaders were imprisoned for over a week. Nevertheless
the strike remained solid throughout, and terminated
in a clear, though incomplete, victory for the workers.
The' penalties threatened by Condon-Wadlinhave been
effectively blocked,' and the settlement imposed by the
'''fact-finding'' arbitration agreed on at the close of the
strike gives' the workers very substantial gains,' even
thoug~ it falls short in a number of important areas.
The scope of this settlement is indicated by two facts:
a.) the workers receive across-the-board wage increases
ranging from 11.3 to 14% '(from $600 to $950), b.) 'the
improvements in working conditions agreed to will cost
the City when they finally come an amount equivalent
to tne direct wage increase.
Militant Strikers
This major strike has a significance going far beyond
the local problems of the N.Y. Department of Welfare:
in its motivation and dynamism it was at least as closely related to the Southern civil rights struggles and
the Berkeley Free Speech fight as it was to tradiUonal
trade unionism. The social workers. at the Welfare
Department are in a large majority young college graduates with a degree in the. "liberal arts." They are a
highly '·fluid group,' without such permanent ties to the
job, as pension investment, family responsibilities, etc.
This is expressed in one 4urable statistic: the turno~er
rate of 40.% among case workers. This figure can only
be an index of monumental inefficiency, but to the City
administration it is more than acceptable. It saves
money in two ways: by keeping a majority of staff in
the' lowest paid category, and by 'making it difficult,
often impossible, for those on relief to get assistance
to which they are legally entitled but which an inex-

perienced and overburdened worker cannot provide. As
a result, all the sOCially and intellectually rebelliou~ fac-"
tors present in this stratum of American youth came
to be directed against the City administration.

SSEU
For this revolt to catch fire, however, an effective
organizational instrument was needed'. Since the McCarthy era, when the left-wing United Public Workers
union was smashed, the welfare workers had been represented by a local of the AFL State, County and Muni.cipal Employees, dominated by high clerical' employees
in the central welfare adininistration-a compa~y union. This grip was finally broken by an independent
rank and file led union of social workers, the Social
Service Employees Union. Last October 9 the SSEU
decisively won a collective bargaining election giving
it the right to represent a1) non-supervisory social
workers. Although the AFL affiliate subsequently replaced its leadership with a more militant group and
supported the strike, the leading role throughout was
played by the SSEU.
The great strength of the SSEU has been the militancy of its members, which time and again upset the
calculations of the City, and made it impossible for the
bureaucrats of the AFL-CIO Central Labor Council to,
carry through maneuvers aimed at selling a rotten
compromise to the workers, maneuvers which at the
close of the first week of the strike had come so close .
to fruition that newspapers were announcing an imminent settlement.
~dership

Weakness

The SSEU, however, 'also sh.owed certain weaknesses.
The strike was not adequately prepared financially or
materially, and above all the union's' efforts to inform
and mobilize the welfare recipients before the strike
were negligible. As a result, the City did not feel real
pressure until the strike was well into its third week,
as {he clients received their. standard checks (sent out
by machine) and posfponed attempts to obtain emergency a:ssistance. Much more significant, in the lQng run,
a section of the SSEU leader:ship prt>ved, highly receptive to the seductions offered by the AFL-CIO bureaucf~ts, and could ~. kept in line only by the overwhelming militaIi~of the ranks. However, militancy
as such is neither a good guide nor a durable guarantor. It must translate itself into the formation Qf a
coherent, conscious, and far-sighted leadership for the
potentially historic significance of the strike to be
realized. •
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The Student
The free speech revolt on the University of California's Berkeley campus is
''another indication that the great society'
is unlikely to get beyond the' pressagentry stage.' The revolt was, in the
last analysis,directed against. the values and :assumptions that are essential
to the Hberal consensus, and indicates
a delW-sea,ted dissatisfaction, if.not open
,revolt, among social groupings whom
the establishment might legitimately
expect to' support it. The students and
teaching assistant:! at Berkeley are not
among the economically deprived marginal gJJOups. They do not .represent
forgotten pools of poverty which the
President's domestic war is supposed
to mop up. On the contrary, the students at Berkeley are by and large
drawn from middle class families, especiallr the intelligentsia, and from
the ~pwardlymobileworking class. Re~
gardless of their social orilJins, they
have every prospect of being able to
share in .the benefits of the economy
of abundance. A U.C. diploma, or ad.
vanced degree, is virtual a . lsurance of
split level income opportunities for
the aspiring student. The ,Great American Way of Life is open ~nd accesr
sible t.o these students, and this fact
Jives their rejection of the' established
way a profound meaning.
Attempts by the detractors of tbe
Free Speec~ Movement (FSM) to dismiss the whole matter as confiiu!d to a
few 'disaffected radical students are'
futile in the face of the mass participation which the events evoked. The
.trike which climaxed the stuggle
brought the University to a virtual
.tandstill· and involved in one degree
or another 01 active participation a
majority of the graduate students ('a
large majority in the case of the liberal arts), and a minority of the Overall student body which approached
fifty percent. Movements of this proportion cannot be considered mere
ideological byplay out on the' fringes;
rather, they must reflec~ underlying social (ij.scontent. in significant strata of
the population, whether this discontent manifests itself. in economic or,
as in this case, in intellectual and
moral forms.
'
The political periphery of the Berkeley campus has of course been making small waves for a number of years.
Since the fifties there have alWaYS
been diverse organized radical, movements on the campus, sometimes relatively large and sometimes smaller,
but never deeply rooted among. the
students, and even on ,the most popular

issues, able to involve only a numerically insignificant percentage of them
in' political and social struggle. All
thf'ee of the basic radical tendencies
have been represented, Social Democratic, Stalinist,' and Trotskyist, with
now one and now the other rising to
gl.'eater prominence. Since the beginning of the sixties, there has been a
generally increasing degree of student
political activity, but even at its height
this has been little more than; an interesting part of the over-all campus
background and has had little impact
on the lives and consciousness of the
great majority of. the students.
'Restless Students
Probably the most famous of these
earlier controversies was the loyalty
oath 'fight of 1950-51. However, this
was largely a faculty affair, to which
the studeJ)ts were mainly spectators,
and the eventual ignominious capitu.
lation of the great majority of the
.liberal faculty was scarcely an example
to inspire students. Later, however, a
larger (but still very small) number
of students began to be involved in political action. SLATE, originally organized" :tochallenge Greek control of
the official student organization, the
Associated Students of the University
of California (ASUC), beCame a general issue-oriented catch-all organization of liberals and radicals, and directly or indirectly organized student
participation in II number of cattses
such as abolition of capital punish-'
ment (around the Chessman case),
fajr housing, and most spectacularly,
in opposition to the HVAC. The response of the students to the hO'ling
of spectators and hecklers at the May
1960, HUAC hearings in San Fran.
cisco brought the first mass turnout
of students, when about three or four
thousand people, roughly half of whom
were :students, protested the 'police action .on the following day. However,
this event proved episodic in character and it was not. until the build-up
of the national civil rights movement
a few years later that significant
numbers of students again became, involved in politics and social action:
In 1963 and 1964, campus political
action, around the oivil rights' question, began to have real impact on the
outside comm~nity; The Berkeley campus contributed more than its share'
iof cadre elements to the national movement, and to such actions as the Mississippi summer project. Locally, a
senes of jab actions began, "starting
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MASS ACTION. U. C. students surroul
Campus CORE waS arrested. Top of ear
with the picketing of Mel's Drive-Ins
by YoutH for Jobs. The Ad Hoc. Committee to End Job Discrimination then
spearheaded' an attack on the Sheraton.
Palace Hotel' in San Francisco which
culminated in an all-night sit-in by a
thousand or so demonstrators, the majority of whom were students; the first
mass arrests, and a substantial' victory.' The auto-row de~lOnstrations
kept things going and added new mas~
arrests. Meanwhile, in Berkeley itself,
CORE's campaign against Lucky's
Stores, while involving fewer people,
created widespread controversy, over'
the militant economic sabotage tactics used by CORE. This action also
brought out the 'firl\t rank and file
counter-movement, with fraternity and
law 'school types helpin,g Lucky's to
clear away the cbeck stands Jlwampe<t
by the CORE demonstrators. Thest
stUdent activities drew real blood, and
when, i~ the period before the. election"the Ad Hocers turned to picketing
William. Knowland's Oakland Tribune,
they took OJ) the most powerful single
force in Alameda county. Simultane-
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olt at Berkeley
White

2. Persons shall have the right to
liberal institution, the University of
participate in political activity on'
California has a long history of incampus by advocating political acfringements on student and faculty
tion beyond voting, by joining orpolitical rights. In the recent past
ganizations, and by giving dona..
there was the Regents' loyalty oath,
tions. Both students and' nonwhich had purged the faculty of some
students shall have the right to
of . its more pdncipled members. For
set up tables and pass out politi.
several years Communist Party speakcal literature. The only reasonable
ers had been banned from the campus.
and acceptable basis for permits
Eventually President Kerr lifted this
is traffic control.
ban (wisely, it turned out, for when
3. The unreasonable and arbitrary
the students flocked to hear the first
restrictions of 72-hours' notice,
. "legal" CP speaker, it· became. painstudent paid-for police protection,
fully apparent that the CP had nothand faculty moderators, Pequifed
ing to say), but replaced it by a series
for sp~akers using University
of unreasonable restrictions applying
buildings, must be reformed.
to all outside speakers, such as 72~
The administration' was evidently
hours notice Imd the presence of a
tenured faculty member. The Kerr taken by surprise at the student r&directives of 1959 attempted to restrict sistance. Their first excuse was that
involvement of campus organization's the tables blocked traffic, but this
in off-campus political questions, and was ,so manifestly absurd that it was
'the s:dmiriistration stooped to such dropped in' favor of arguments based
petty hara$sments as requiring stu- on a state law forbidding political acdent groups to pay fQ.r unneeded and tivities on public property. When, in
unwanted police protection for their the face of the unexpected strflngth of
.the student protest, the admi'nistrameetings.
tion revi~ed the ruling to permit taShortly after the beginning of the bles with "informational material" but
fall term, Dean of Students Katherine not calls for action or recruitment, the
A. Towle' announced that the tables . real political nature of the ban became
'which the various organizations had clear. The next move came from the
been in the habit of setting up in ijle administration which took the names
area next to the main entrance to the of five students 'who were manning il, University campus were in violation legal tables and ordered thell\ to report
of University rules, and would no to the dean's office individually for
longer be tolerated. Since this was disciplining. The students replied by
the main means by which the student turning in to the dean's office a stat~
action groups operated, the enforce- ment by four hundred students that
ment of this regulation would have
they too had been manning tables or
been an insupportable blow to the stuwere intending to, and demanding
dent organizations. The!!,e organizaequal treatment with the five. All retions agreed jointly to resist, not only
. ported to the dean's office en masse, and.
by protesting through chamiels and by
legal picketing, but als~ by ignoring the first Spro~l Hall (Administration
the ban. Thus was established the ba- Building)" sit-in resulted. The stusic pattern for the future development dents continued to man the tables and'
the five students and three others were
of the FSM.
indefinitely suspended.
At the core of the united front were
the civil rights organizations, aided by
Students Captllre a Car
the radical groups-Young Socialist AITwo days later the authorities atlaince (YSlt), Independent Socialists, tempted a showdown. University po-.
DuBois Club, and Young Peoples Social- .licemen approached Jack Weinberg who
ist League (YPSL)-liberal groups, was manning a campus CORE .table
religious organizations, and even. or- and asked him to desist from this ilganizations of the right like Campus legal activity. When he 'refused he
Young Republicans, Students for Gold- was arrested and placed in a campus
water, and University Society of In- police car which had been driven up
dividualists. Its demands were "imple: to, the spot. However, before the po1. The students shall have the right lie could drive away with' their pristo hear any person speak in any oner the car was surrounded by stuopen area of the campus at any dents who sat down in front of it and
time on any subject, except when behind it and would not let it move. In
it would cause a traffic problem or almost no time five hundred or Ill" .stuinterfere with classes.
(Continued Nut Pace)
i

Photo by Dorothy White

'US police car. when Jack Weinberg of
p~ium while Weinberg was held inside.

ously, stt~dents were harassing the
world's largest bank, Bank o{ America,
with picket-lines and "bank-ins."
Thus, at a time when the civil rights
movement nationally was in a state
of decline, the Berkeley students had
scored a number of victories over significant, if relatively min,or, opponents, and were now a rear annoyance
to the most powerful forces in the
state. Furthel more, the trend of developments made it clear that the student civil rights movement and student
activity in directly related p&litical
fields was creating an incipient mass
movement, and that given the right
developments nationally and internationally, the establishment would be
dealing with ~omething much mOl'e significant than a few score dedicated individuals.
A Long Chain of Abuses
In this context it is not surprising
that the University administration
chose the fall of 1964 to rellew its campaign against student political and social action. True to its ti'adition as a
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dents were surrounding the car, and
If the police had arrested Weinberg,
the students bad in effect arrested the
police. Without prior planning, but on
the baa~of. what they had learned in
previous' civil rights demonstrations,
, the students showed an ingenuity and
boldness which, amaz~ event friendly
outsiders, and terrified the administration. FSM made the top of the
,captured car their speakers' platform,
eetting up a loud~speaker system which,
turned the Sproul Hall Plaza into -a
giant open --air rally. The crowd was
eontinually addressed by a series of
FSM spokesmen and others, -exhorted,
informed, and entertained. A commissary was set up, and - foOd and cold
drinks paBBed out for the' hot aft~r
noons,- and -hot coffee and food in the
cool night. The inevitable' sleeping bags
and blacket rolls -appeared, and it be·
came apparent that the students were
determined to stick it out.
-The actively participating crowd
'varied in size fr_om time to time, but
five hundred was probably the average, and at no time did it fall below
three -hundred. On the second evening
of the - siege, the fraternity-footbal~
contingent put in a.n appearance, but
~nding themselves outnumbered, they
eonfined themselves to- desultory heckling. Within an bour or two tbe hostile elements melted away; and tensions relaxed. Around tbe central core
of committed demonstrators was a
eonstantty shifting peripbery of the
llncommitted. _ Mainly students and
campus community people, they observe4. listened, diacussed. For moat it
was a eonflict of values, between their
eommitment to the traditional rules
of free speech and fair play - on one
hand, and to, the sanctity of property
and ordeI'ly process on the other. Two
mo~ths later it was the ultimate deciaiow_of many of these people to support the protest which -made the, strike
a success.
As long as the students made no
attempt to release tbe prisoner by
force, and as lon, as the police made
'no attempt to use force to release the
car, the situation was at an impasse.
However, with the newspapers and
TV yelling "anarchy," and ithe right
wing press and politicians calling for
blood, the impasse had to be re~olved.
Demonstration leaders were 'summoned
to a conference- with President Kerr
who had' previously refused to' negotiate with them. T\ley were offered an
agreement 'whereby if. the students released the car and promised to "cease
,illegal forms of protest,'" tfiey w~uld
in \ turn be guaranteed against reo
prisal; the matter of student political
activities was to ,be referred to a CQm-

mittee whic,h would include FSM leaders and the case of the eight taken to
"the student affairs committee of the
academic senate." The 'academic senate is the organization of the tenured
faculty members on the campus. The
arrested man was to be taken to the
station, booked, and released on his
own recognizance. Kerr told the stu-dent leaders that if they rejected this
proposal, the matte .... would be tu'rned
over to the five 'hundred police who
were being held close at hand. After
negotiating a slight improvement in
the wording which would not cut them
off indefinitely from "illegal forms of
protest," the leaders returned to the"
demonstration, explained the situation,
and while' warning against probable
bad faith on the part of theadministration, re'commended acceptance of the
truce. Under the prevailing conditions.
no formal vote, of course, could be
taken, but it was clear t)lat the leaders' position had the support of the
overwhelming rnaj;o.ritY of those present, and thirty' hours after the original-arrest, the crowd quietly turned
its back on the car and walked away.
Students Capture Sproul'Hall
The following two' months were a
period of prolonged- negotiations and
much confusion, with the now formally constituted FSM waxing and waning according to underlying moods
among the students and the degree of
tactless provocation exhibited by the
administration. When it· turned out
that there was nO' 'Academic Senate
Committee on Student Affairs, 81lllpicions ,of . official; bad faith were
strengthened. The Chancellor obligingly filled the gap by appointing a tripartite committee of faculty, student,
and administration representatives. Of
the student representatives, two were
from the FSM, and two from the official ASUC Kehilah. However, FSM
refusal to deal seriously with this suspect committee did produce reforms in
its composition, and the committee itself finally called for mitigation of
the I disciplinary action against the
eight. As weeks passed without decisive' action, there"appeared to be a
distinct possibil'ity'tliat the momentum
'of the student movement would be dissipated in the maze of official channels
and committee meetings.
This period of ,confused negotiations,
however, wasendM by action of the
adminis.tra tion.,'OnFriday , November
27, Chancellor Strong, chief administratiVe officer of the Berkeley campus,
sent letters to four of the top leaders
of FSM, including Mario Savio, initiating new disciplinary action' on the
basis of the siege of the police car.
Students hitherto only' mildly .interested were outraged ~t what appeared
to them to be simultaneously double

jeopardy. (all the students involved
had already been suspended), ex; post'
facto, and 'the administration's repu·
diation of the reCommendations of its
own hand-picked committee. FSM recognized that with its, leaders" heads
on the block there was no more room
for negotiation, and held three em\secutive rallies on' Sproul' Hall steps,
Monday, Tuesday, andWeclnesday,
each larger than the previous QDe. At
the end, of Wednesday's rally over 800
demonstrators occupied Sproul Hall.
The great Sproul Hall/sit-in wason. \
Once in possession of the adminis\ration building, the students proceeded
to such varied activities as showing old
Chaplin movies and holding replar
classes and seminars as part of the
Free 'University of C~fomia. They
draped their FSM banner serosa the
front of the building,andDiost important, set up a public address system Which they used to speak to the
constantly changing but alw&)'8 huge
crowd in the plaza in front Of tile
hall. All efforts by the adminis~atio.
to persuade the student lea~n to
evacuate the building failed, aDd s0metime during Wednesdq evening,President Ken,at the end of his re'8OUrteB.
appealed to Governor Brown. Browa I.
a true liberal Democrat, and farther
has a reputation for wea1mes!l, indecision, and mildaess. HoWe"!', ..,Ilea
such a vital ~an of tlM!systelli .. the
University faces, a' .-rious threat, Ire
is capable of quick &etmn. 80me Avehundred police, from Berkeley" Od·
land, the Alameda County sheriff's
office, and the California Highway Patrol were sent to the campus ~th
orders from Brown to evacuate Sproul
Hall, by force if necesSary.
'
The demonstratera were'told they
might leave the building freely, but if
they did not do so at oncethei would
be arrested. Very few left, and in the
small hours of Thursday morning the
arrests began. Some walked out 'with
the arresting officers, but the great
majority followed the standard civil
rights technique and went limp. After
carrying, dragging and throwing the
demQnstrators down the stairs of the
building, the police took them in buses
and police wagons to the Santa Rita
County Prison Farm where they were
charged with such, offenses as trespassing, disorderly conduct, resisting
arrest, and fa~lure to leave a public
building. 801 demonstrators were arrested; about eighty percent of them
were students or employees of the
University, or their wives,one was a
f.aculty member, and many of tberemainder were peoplem9r8 or less closely associated with the broader University community. These mass arrests
constituted a serious defeat for the
administration forces. By appealing to
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outBide authority and resorting to cess of the strike. Support from teacharmed force they lost still more stature ing assistants in the liberal artS was
in the eyes of many members of the overwhelming, and in' the departments
University community hitherto unin- of philOSQphy and mathematics it was
volved in the eontroversy. The gover- virtually' -unanimous. All in· all the
nor's action, however,' was very well . strike was an outstanding success, far
reeeived by the press, both conserva- 'more so, .in fact, than the FSM leadertive and liberal, though the specific ship' had anticipated.
techniques of the police, such as dragEpiphany In the Greek Theater
ging students down the steps by thejr
The climax of this decisive battle of
heels, did receive some criticism.
the free speech revolt took' place, appropriately enough, in the Greek TheStudents Strike the University
The FSM, through its affiliated ater, a gift by the Hearst family to
. Graduate Coordinating Committee, had their University. The Academic Senate,
long been laying plans for a strike in comprising the tenur~d faculty members
the case of just suchan emergency. and those others who had been with
Even with most of its leaders only the University two or more years, had
slowly filtering back from Santa Rita been a complaisant tool of the adminprison, the machinery automaticaUy istration since the days of the Reelicked Into action Thursday morning. gents' loyalty oath fight in the 1950's.
But no machinery, no call, 'was naces- Now, however, it could no longer be
Bary to instigate the strike. On Thurs- considered reliable from Kerr's point
day morning the arrests were still tak- of view. With administration prestige
ing place in Sproul Hall, and the wave at a low ebb and a large minority of
of indignation generated by the po- the students in open rebellion, Kerr
lice occllpation of the camp1,lS, and needed faculty cover for his next move.
especially the Jlight of the notorious He found this through the well-known
Oaklandpoliee, virtually closed the liberal Professor Robert A. Scalapino,
University. Prelimtnary strike talk had chairman of the Department of Politiprepared the minds of the students for cal Science. This academic politician
this form of action, and they now was generally reputed' to· have realisti'c
took it more or less automatically. The ambitions to replace the inept Edward
previoJ1s1x created apparatus of the W. Strong as Chancellor of the BerkFSM organized, channeled, and \ sus- eley campus.
Short-circuiting the Academic Sentained the spontaneous outburst. Pick'et lines were set up at all entrances to ate, Scalapino brought together all the
the campus, and some delivery trucks departmen~ heads. These professors,
were turned back. The major buildings OR the whole men who either have a
were also picketed, and roving picket disposition to be attracted by the adlines moved about the campus. Stu- ministrative side of atfairs or at least
dents were asked not to attend classe$, less aversion to it than the average
teachers not to teach, and statf not to faculty mem,ber, were in the aggre'report for work. The student appeal gate more inclined to be sympathetiC
won a response in all these categories, to Strong and Kerr' than the average
and in the liberal arts departments the faculty member. For the minority who
,trike was an overwhelming success. were strongly opposed to the adminFor two days the' administrative ma- istration's position, Scalapino used. the
chinery and the academic heart of the blackmail of threats ,of a legislative
investigation, ,the immediate replaceUniversity were paralyzed.
Key to the success of the strike was ment of the liberal Kerr by a right
the role of the teachiqg assistants, wing reactionary (Max Ratferty, the
graduate studen~ studying for their ultra-rightist State Superintendent of
Ph.D.'s. At Berkeley, as at so many Education, always' seemed to be lurkother prestige universities, the actual ing somewhere in the wings), and
'teaching duties of the faculty mem- other frightening pictures of the utter
bers are· of secondary importance .to destru<;tion of the University.• Thus he
their role as 'researchers, writers, ideo- was able -to- secure unanimous approval
logues, and in many cases providers of of a series of proposals which, while
technical, services for outside interests. saying many kind words tbout freeThe major teaching of undergraduates dom of speech and political discusis done by the teaching assistants, sion, in actuality made as their sole
whose status is intermediate between concession to the students the promise
that of students and faculty, and of amnesty from the University, but
whose rather meager teaching salaries not civil, discipline for all actions \lithsee them throueh to their' doctorates. erto taken. With this fig leaf of faculty
The support of these Ipen and women, covering, Ken made his play.
who of course had no tenure or union
Kerr called a University meeting
and only their own solidarity to pro- for Monday morning, December 7, in
tect them from reprisals from their the Greek Theater. A University meetdepartment heads or the University ad- in,B is for all students, faculty and emministration, was crucial to the 8Ue- ployees. It automatically suspends all

classes. and cloSes administrative and
department offices, so that the etfactiveness of the strike on the morning of
its third day was obscured. The m~t
ing was well attended by some eighteen
to twenty thousand persons,' overwhelmingly .students but with an unusually largle attendance by faculty
and a healthy sprinkling of employees.,
The convening of this assembly provided a convenient way of making' a
rough estimate of the nature of public
opinion among the. students at this
time. When President Kerr was introduced, about one third of the audience
cheered him, while about one third
jeered. Considering that it is not at
all customary for American students
to jeer their president on solemn occasions, even in times of stress, this .
small event .gives an additional indication of the depths of the feelings involved.'
. •
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Scalapino presented the Department
Heads' proposals, striving to put behind them the full weight and prestige
of the faculty. Then Kerr spoke. Unlike Chancellor Strong, Kerr is a man
of tremendous accomplishments and
ability, and a key member of the liberal establishment in California. Hav,ing come up through the Institute of
Industrial Relations, he is by experience and training a man of the highest
skills in the use of the liberal rhetoric,
in the art of that ki~ of compromise,
adjustment, and accommodation which
somehow always leaves the positions of
the power structure intact, and the
opposition with the feeling that the
great man was really on their side,
but for some reason unable to help
them.
That Monday morning Kerr was
making the fight of his life and used
all his skills. But he was speaking to
an a}ldience whose intelligence and -s0phistication he and his supporters had
consistently underestimated and. who,
by and large, had learned more in the
past two months than many students
do in the full four years. Many had
read "The Mind of Clark Kerr," a
(CODtmlled Next Page)
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olever critique by Hal Draper of Kerr's
theory of the role of the "multiverlity" . as. set fo~by the president in
his GOdkin Lectures at Harvard. To
tbi, ·.audie~Ce Kerr' presented himself'
a· .mature and benign st~tesman,
firm
the defense of pr~nciple but
always ready to realion together with
others if only they, like him, would
be reasonable men and show due' res~t.. for .the principles of lai and
oider which guaranteed eve one's
freedom. He was one willing e n to
concede that his opposition might have
aome legitimate grievances, which no
doubt could be met in the right atmosp~ere. But above all he was one who
would fight tp.'the death to defend tl)e
principles of his beloved University,
now threatened. by anarchy within, and
by implication by the now awakened
dogs of know-nothing reaction without.
9n an exalted note he pledged his persOnal honor to the amnesty provisions
of the Department Heads' proposals',
anllounced the resumption of classes at
, one O'clock, and declared the meeting
closed. Would this great performance
have won the uncommitted center? It
is doubtful" but we shall never know
for sure. As Kerr ringingly announc- .
ed, "This ~eeting is now closed,"
Mario Savio, the charismatic leader of
the FSM, began walking across the
stage toward the microphone. Before a
stttnned audience of 18;000, Savio was
seiZed by half a dozen campus police-'
men, knocked down, and carried bodily
off the stage.
'
In thirty seconds the delicate, laboriou!lly created hriage so skillfully
worked up by Kerr and Scalapino was
smashed beyond all recall. The instant
revelation of what lay behind the dignity; the beautiful rhetoric, the air, of
sweet reasonableness, galvanized the
audience. Kerr was ashen and visibly
shaking. Scala pi no, of whom it was
said in cl'uel. jest that he had been
phancellor of the Berkeley campus for
twenty'minutes, was distraught. In one
instant the uncommitted were com. mitted, and shouted their shock and
protest. This soon settled down into
the steady chant, "We want Mario'!"
The hard core of Kerr supporters
left as instructed, but the great majority, the hitherto silent ones as well
aa the hitherto committed, atayed to
wait for Mar~o. Behind the stage Savio
was, being held in a small dressing
roo.m by the police while FSM lawyers
wet:e demanding i that he be charged
or released. Steve Weissman, leader of .
the striking graduate students, encountered Kerr and said, "It sounds as
if the students want Mario." The shak. en presid"ent replied, "Yes, I guess they
do." In a' few minutes; Ketr collected
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his wits and ordered Sav.io'a release •
With that feeling for the occaaion and
rapport with his, audie!l(:e which haa
made him· the outstanding public figure
in the FSM, Savjo walked to the microphone and said: "I juatwanted to ani.
nounce that there, will be a rally 'on
Sproul Hall steps at noon today." On
that note, the meeting ended.
The Faculty's 4th of August
The rest, although. formally of·
greater importance, seemed like anti·
climax. Some of the Department
Heads began to repudiate Scalapino,
who they felt had compromised and
misled them. Scalapino and other Department Heads were subject to attack in departmental meetings which
were unprecedented in academic circles. The Academic- Senate was to consider the problem at its Tuesday meeting. At its Monday noon rally immediately following the Greek Theater
meeting, FSM annpunced that in order
that the Senaie()'hli'glit "meet in the
calmest possible atmosphere the strike
would end Monday night, an~ that no
activities would be scheduled for Tuesday; On Monday afternoon the strike
was about 80% 'effective.
When the SeJtat~ 'lijet, it was presented with a resolution from its Committee on Academic j!'reed'nn. Its text
was as follows:
"1. That there shall be no University disciplinary' l1leasurell against
members or organi:tations .of the University community for. activities prior
to December 8 connected with the current controversy over political speech
and activity.
"2. That the time, place, and manner of conducting political activity on
the campus shall be subject to reasonable regulation to prevent interference
with the normal f,l1nc~ions of the Un ivei'sity; that the l'egqlations now in
effect for this purpose shall remain in
effect provisionally pending a future
report of the Committee on' Academic
Freedom concerning the minimal regulations nec~ssary.,
"3. That the, content, of speech or
advocacy should' not' be restricted by
the University. Off-campus' student political activities shall not be subject to
Univenity regulation. On-campus advocacy or "organi1llation of such activities shall be 8ubject:.only to such limitations as maybe imposed under section 2.
"4. That future disciplinary measures in the area of' poljtical activity
shall be determined by a committee appointed by and", responsible to the
Berkeley Division of the Academic
Senate,
I
'
"5. That the Division ur.~e the adoption of the foregoing policies and call
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on all members of the University community to· join with the faculty, in ita
efforta to restore the University to
its normal functions."
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With the administration forces denioralized and in disarray, positive action
was virtually assured. The most serhius opposition came in the form of
an anti-force-or-violence amendment
offered by Lewis Feuer, who claims to
have once been a Marxist and is entrusted by the University with the
task _()f instructing students in the
obscuiities of this ideology, and Nathan Glaser, who as co-author of The,
Lonely ..crowd no doubt wished wholeheartedly for the good old days of
"other-directedness" on campus. The
depth of Feuer's intellectual and moral degradation can be judged by his
main supporting argument-that the
KKK might nse the resolution as cover
for organizing synagogue defacements
and pogroms! The Klan threat not bei!)g a particularly pressing problem on
the UC campus,' this amendment was
supported by only about 150 out of the
nearly one thousand faculty present.
It is interesting to note that this hard
core of opposition was characterized
by the presence of a disproportionate
number of ex-radicals of one kind and
another, who for variou.>'! reasons of
Stalinophobia, fear, and cYnicism were
totally unable to respond to the moral
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challenge FSM presented. The final clared its wholehearted acceptance of
vote on the unamended resolution was the Senate's resolution. Some have at824 yes to 116 no. Thus the faculty, tacked this action as premature, conafter months of hesitations and petti- tepding that it fostered illusions and
fogging, finally placed itself formally that no real victory was won. While it
on record in support of the students' is true that the' action of the Senate
demands. This was without doubt the did not mean that the students had
high-water mark of the whole cam- won the concrete· points they were
paign, and no .matteJj what retreats. struggling for, this was nev.er claimed
the faculty might la~ make, no mat- by the FSM leaders. It was a profound
ter how much it might fink on its own victory all the same, f-or it transformposition, that vote stands in the rec- ed theFSM from a group of marginal
.ord and validates the student roove- malcontents disrupting the University
ment in a way that permanently al- into the legitimate spokesmen for the
tered the terms of .the equation. ' whole academic community. It meant
No doubt the fiasco in the Greek that- as' long as the struggle was conTheater contributed heavily to the lop.;- fined within the framework of the acasided natul'e of the vote, but it is likely demic community (and the Regents
that the majority position represented really fbrm no part of this community,
'a more funqamental response to the being on the contrary the means by
continuipg pressure of the students which this community is controlled by
which posed the question to the faculty the outside), the victory was complete,
in sharper· and shai-per terms. For the administration forces utterly routthose like Feuer and Glaser, especially ed.
the former who had had some pretenWhere, the . P~w'er Lies
sions to influence among the' thinking
This marked the end of the militant
elements in the student body, their phase of FSM activities. All that could
opposition to the resolution marked the be done to force the Regents' hands
end of their political and moral, and had been done. A petition and letterto a considerable extent also o. their writing campaign wa$ organized, but
intellectual, influence among all sec- after what had gone before this was
tions of the students with the excep- generally recognized as futile and
tion of the fraternity-football elements, meaningless. The campus waited for
and these are not interested in ideas the Regents' decision, Two phenomena
anyway.
were noticeable in the mood of the
Triangle of Forces
campus during this period. One was a
Throughout this struggle the faculty rapid decline in ~he euphoria engendhas played the role of the third part ered by the faculty action and an inin a three-part equation involving stu- creasing pessimism about the reaction
dents, faculty, and the external society of the Regents. The other was an inrepresented by the administration and tense emotional feeling of solidarity
the Regents. That section of the FSM and' comradeship among the students,
leadership whose background was pri- a feeling which included for the first
marily in civil rights, which usually time much of the faculty and which
deals with situations wherein an inde- transcended the rigorous hierarchical
pendent third force is not present, lines of the academic set-up.
tended at first to underestimate the . The reply of the Regents came just
impor~nce of the faculty and also,
before tlJe Christmas vacation, and by
when the faculty acted, to overestimate this time everyone al)ticipated what it'
its reliability as an allY. However, the was going to be. The Regents, after
healthy scepticism of the politicals in many declarations in favor of free
the leadership combined with the miH- speech and other good' things and detancy of the civil rights elements to nial of any intent to prohibit advocacy,
develop the tactics best designed to in substance rejected the .demands of
force this wavering group to take a the Berkeley Academic Senate, ·br.usstand, and to utilize that stand once qU\illy as far as the attempt to take
made, When liberal Democrats, both over disciplinary power was concerned,
real and pseudo, raililed . counsels of indirectly on other matters. From this
caution lest the faculty beantagon- model of unclarity one thing emerges
ized, the FSM rejected this suicidal distinctly. The :Re~ts reassert their
advice and redoubled its pressure. This authority and treat with demeaning
tactic. combined with the very real contempt the demands of their faculty
.felt grievances of the faculty itself and students. They will dispose, and
which has been disregarded and treat- they alone. At the moment they chose
ed with refined contempt by the ad- to be relatively conciliatory, but they
ministration, won the faculty to its do not negotiate. They will run the
position of December 8, and prevented University as ,they also run the Bank
its effective use by Kerr and company., of America, the Tejon Ranch, Signal
On Wednesday noon, foHowing the Oil, and the like. .
Tuesday Academic· Senate meeting,
At this stage, February 1965, it ap.
FSM called a victorY rally and de- pears that the students have won de
1"'

.facto, if not de jure, most of their demands. The obdurate Chancellor Strong
was replaced in a face saving' way by'
the affable Martin Meyerson, a man·
of far &Teater sensitivity and 8Ophisti~
cation and therefore perhaps in the,
long run a more dangerous opponent"
but one far less likely to back himself~
into a ebrner where he cannot make'
concessions when they are called for.
The new rules when they come out an
likely to be relatively reasonable, and,
Kerr's pledge of University amnesty'
for the FSMers stands. There is even
a widespread rumor that he had to i.i
his personal prestige' on the .l.ine ~
prevent gorilla elements on the RegentS,
from exacting reprisals. Thus, even
on the level of their formal demands'
the studeJlt.s appear to have won a major victory, in substance if not in'
fOl'm. It is probable that it will-b&
quite some time, before there is an':
further serious harassment of' the stu:.'
dertt political organizations. Tables wili .
be set up, action mounted, illegal &eta,
advocated, and speakers heard. of,
course another round will come, . : .
pecially if st.ate polities shift, as a~.
pears likely, to the r i g h t . ,

Future of the FSM
'.
."
Barring the unforeseen, the current
intentions of the FSM are to disband,'
leaving only a skeleton apparatus to'
serve two functions: First, as an hi~
formation center which can get ma~>
terial telling the story out to i,nteI':'
ested parties, and especially to other:
campuses; and second as an agency to
defend the 801 now facing charges in
t.he civil courts and others who may
be victimized in any way as a reflult
of their part in FSM. Having won the
l'ight to advocate, the students now
want to get back -to that task, and
others want to explore the possibilities
of more genuine intellectual communication between students and teachers
and within each group opened up as
a by-product of the free speech struggle.
The Deeper Gains
1'he gains of the students are not,
however, limited merely to gamtne
more elbow room for their social and
political $ction, gaining more favorable condi~ions for operating the. antiestablishment underground, importan'
though these gains are. The intangible
gains have been summed up by Bob
Starobin, a teaching assistant in' History,' a former editor of Root anll
Bmnch, andwdelegate ·to the FSM Ex~'
ecutive Committee from the Gradu-at« .
Coordinating. Committee, in the follow->
ing eight points.:
'
1. The myth of liberalism has been!
completely shattered.
2. The students have a much better
(Con~i~ued Ne~,t,

P",> .
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14won thertlspect of faculty and undergraduates alike. The teaching assistants now have a viable trade union
understanding of the bureaucratic affiliated with the AFT. .
mentality and how to deal with it.
There is also the negative side of
3. They have had an education in po- the power equation. The students have
litical alignments and how politi. learned that even after totally decal power is distributed.· They feating the administration within the
know better how power is achieved academic community the administraand held.
.
tion still stands, intact, because the
4. They have developed serious doubts ultimate sources of power, lie with the
about the Democratic Party and outside power structure, represented
in many cases overt 'hostility to- by the Regents. More ~ and more stuward it.
dents see this power structure cor5. They have had an education in rectly, not as a bureaucratic monster
tactics, especially in the uses and but, by one name or another, as a 'Self- •
limitations of civil disobedience.
conscious, organiZed ruling class. Its
6. They learned about the unrelia- academic representatives, Kerr, Strong,
bility of· the press. Even The and the like, have much autonomy, and
Chronicle lies.
ordinarily its many internal splits ob7. They have received an education scure its character. But when the chips
on the role and nature of the po- were down in the FSM fight, it acted
lice.
.
as a disciplined, conscious class. Know8. The faculty felt, correctly, that land and Brown were united. This
they had lost the respect of their lesson too is not lost. To return for a
.students.
rnomept to the comments of Starobin:
These points are very well taken, and "The greatest single gain of the FSM
some require further elaboration. Per- is the politicization to one degree or
sons not acquainted with the Berkeley another of. a major portion of the stusituation should bear in mind that this dent body."
This struggle also appears to mark
is not a reactionary institution run'
by political~' and academic Neander- the end of principled non-violence as
thals. On the contrary, it is a truly an issue in this area. Faced with
liberal inljtitution. Its president is se- armed cops in the hundreds, the sturiously considered for - a Cabinet post dents were obviously in no position to
in the Great Society administration. adopt tactics of selfodefense, so that
The most clearly political of its Re- the question was never sharply posed.
gents are in a majority Democratic ap- However, the whole,spirit of convertpointees, many by the liberal Democrat ing the enemy through love, the selfBrown who called out the troopers. Even righteous condemnation of "un-COREScalapino, Kerr's faculty spokesman at like attitudes" which had been a domthe Greek Theater meeting, had earned inant theme in .the actions around 1960
a liberal reputation both in his academic was notably absent. The students were
work and as a radio commentator. The most grateful for the support of folkfaculty has a strong liberal leaning, singer Joan Baez, for example, but
especially in the liberal arts, and those when she called on them to enter
faculty members like Glaser, Feuer, Sproul Hall with love' in hearts this
and Lipset who were most vicious plea was received with considerable
against the FSM had a reputation as cynicism. When, .during the arrests at
left libera]s and even aspired, in the Sproul HaJl, a large detachment of po-'
case of Feuer and Lipset, to be con- lice tried to seize the microphone of
sidered some sort of radicals. The mor· the public address, system which the
al collapse' of such an institution and students were using to address the
such a set of individuals cannot but, crowd in the plaza, the students refor the students involved,· sweep away sisted by grlLbbingthe policemen's legs
and clubs, trying to trip them, and' in
much of the liberal myth in its wake.
The lesson in power is also of vital general pushing non-violence to its
importance and two sided. If the 'move- extreme limits. For the demonstra·
ment had any collective heroes, it was tions following the HUAC affair in
the teaching assistants, the elite of the 1960, male stud~til were told authorgraduate student body. Given the pres- itatively to wear jackets and ties if at
ent set-up, this group, previously of all possible. N:0w, however, the search
low status and apparently powerless for middle-class respectability is treatand exposed to the worst hazards of ed with contempt, and on the ideologreprisal anti vietimization, has in ac- ical' level the doctrine of pacifism,
tuality the power' "to bring the ma- though still strong, no longer predomchinery to a grinding halt." In the inates.
..
A Few Questions
December strike they discovered that
For Maqists and. revolutionaries
power and used -it. They are not likely
to lose this consciousness, nor aware- the whole FSM· must be not only a
ness of . the fact that ~ir role has source of great satisiactioIJ. 8Qd inspi-
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ration but also the occasion of raising
'Some serious questions. The first and
most' obVious of these is to what extent can we expect similar phenomena
elsewhere? Really, this is the same as
saying, "Why Berkeley?" A number
of reasons suggest themselves.. First,
The University of California is probably more heavily infiltrated by the.
federal government, and especially by
the military .and the AEC, than any
?ther. major univer~ity. This increasing
Identity' between the government in its
most coercive aspect and the University has had its effect on the over-all
institution, to the detriment of free
scholarship and undergraduate instruction. Second, Berkeley is a prestige university,. in academic standing
second probably only to HarVard. Jt is
indisputable that it i$ among the best
students that the disaffected are to be
found. An independent study of the
academic standing of those arrested in
Sproul Hall, for example, revealed
that they h!,d a grade-point average
much higher than that of the general
student body. Indeed, a local sports
columnist suggested that the best way
to lick the Reds in FSM was to gi"~e .
more athletic scholarships'to deserving
patriotic footballers who couldn't make
the grade at present.
Third, the local bourgeoisie -tends to
have more of a coexistence attitude
towa,rd dissidence than elsewhere • • •
up to a point! Bay Area cops beat
where New York. cops would shoot.
The local labor movement too is influenced by a large unmber of. exradicals who retain the rhetoric of
their past while jettisoning its content. In such an atmosphere it is easier
for dissidence to gain a foothold.
Fourth, Berkeley has accumulated
.over the years a sizable fringe of disaffected semi-bohemian elements who,
while they have no formal connection
with the University, cluster around it
and form a supportive element for
student ndicals. Among these fringe
elements are many' radicals who, while
not yet ready to quit p~litics .altogether, are also not anxious to pursue
them strenuously, and find in Berkeley
an atmosphere conducive to living .on
their political light-duty slips. In short
the student radical does not face ~
harshly hostile environment once he
steps beyond Sather Gate.
Fifth, there is the class character of
the student body itself which is drawn
mainly from the intelligentsia, the
professional classes, and the comfortabij! section. of 'the working class. Pop
may have been a working man, but the
home has provided enough security to
make' chance-taking possible. In • period like the present the response is
bound to be greater among these middle-class 'elements thBIJ. among the

-,,'
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chUdren of the working cIt..ss in such
neighboring institutioDS as Oakland
C~ty Collep. There, working class students are desperately anxious to get
out of the class .nd won't jeopardize
their chances by agitating. Finally, all
of this of course is .self-reinforcing.
The word gets around and dissatisfied
elements transfer in' from the University of Nebra!lka.
.
At the moment the Berkeley cJ&mpus seems isolated from the rest of the
students \ in. America.· However, the
news is being spread by direct con~ct, and ~e media are now taking it
up more .seriously. FSM leaders expect that the isolation will end soon,
and their,· expectation may be well
founded. Su·rely where similar_ conditions prevail and where there is sufficient provocation, the same underly.

I

tury to create a mass movement or to .
develop impresllJve intellectual leadership significantly· re~uces its appeal.
The empiriciilm which infects AmeIican ..society generally has not left the
radical movement unscathed. Having
lost confidence in its own role, the left
tends to deprecate the need for theory
and wax. euphoric at each outburst of
militancy, happy to follow where it
would never think to lead.
,
More fundamental, however, is the
fact thai objective . circumstances do
not permit the students to link up
with decisive social forces. This reinforces their tendency to see their struggles in ·isolation. Although many elements among them would be overjoyed
at the prospect of outside support,'
they see a working class hi actuality
largely passive, if not ,hostile, to their,
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. ing dissatisfactions may be .expected
to find open expression in forms influenced by the FSM experience.
Role of the Left
The FSM was not hostile to the traditional left, and there was absolutely
no red-baiting. Rapport with, the various left tendencies, and FSM idendification with left ideologies, was limited, however, by a number of factors.
One, of course, is the traditional American pragmatism and eclecticism, in
which the Free Speech Movement participates. The FSM and its allied organizations have been unable to jell
an over-all ideological attitude. The
impact of the organized left was furth.
er diminished by its highly fragmented
state with Stalinists, Trotskyists, and
sociaI-democrats all split and in one
degree or another of dis~rraY. Moreover, .the majority of the FSM people
have a strong reaction against what
they interpret as infantile factionalism
and sectarian attitudes. Given the students' pragmatic. attitudes, the inability of the left in the last quarter cen-

aspirations, and because of their own
middle-class character they are cut off
from' what small sparks of militancy
do exist.
These factors taken together have
tended to make the F'SM regard the
ideology of all thel left groupings as
equally irrelevant. This empiricism is a
serious weakness in the movement. No
~me with a realist.icview of the scene
would expect this mass movement to
submit meekly to the embraces of some
branch of the traditIonal left, to accept
uncritically the pre-conceived ideology
of the older groups. However, if the
necessity. of a world :view of sufficient
clarity is not rec'ognized, the move'ment stands in peril of dissipation and
disintegration in the face of larger
. questions which can be approached
only in the light of a more general
over-view·
The movement can iII afford to repeat all the errors and false starts of
previous generations whose efforts in
the main ended in downright betrayal
of the subjective, desires and inten~
tions of the participants. The past ...can

only be tranlCeDdeti by learning from
it, not ignoring it. Otherwise, for.-xample, the same stale old class-eollaborationist platitudes that sunk tM
movements of the 1930's through sup.
port .of Roosevelt and then of World
War II would seem like exciting new
ways to manipulate for radical ends
capitalist-imperialist politicians like
Pat Brown, :Lyndon Johnson, and their
successors.
Bridging the pp with living struggles is also a vital neceSSity for the
Marxist movement. To succeed would.
be revItalizing, organizationally and
ideologically. To fail would encourage
all those sick symptoms which. grow
out of prolonged. isolation and impotence. There is no reason to be unduly
pessimistic concerning the possibility
of making this link. The FSM is now
entering its evaluation . stage and is
breaking down into its component
parts. It his been highly politicized
and has been exposed to the po"'er
structure which many of its supporters
have come to see clearly as 8- ruling
class. With this basis, continued open-'
ness on the part of the students and
an approach by the Tevolutionary left,
at once ideologically self-confident and
also willing to recoa'llize the unique
break-through which the students have
achieved on their own, can build an
enduring and. powerful movement, an
important step toward the creation of
a revolutionary force in the 'United
States.

Two Currents in FSM
Finally, it is noticeable that. two
separate currents come together in
FSM. One, whi,ch supplies a large part
of its leadership, especially on the tactical level, consists of those for whom
the primary' issue is one of certain
specific rights and demands, freedom
of advocacy and organization, freedom
from unreasonable harassment by the
authorities. What these elements want
is enough el1iow room to conduct their
political and social campaigns, at this
point primarily around civil rights, but
including other issues as well.
.
There is another current which joins
this one, and for whom the Ilymbol of
the enemy is the IBM machine. They
speak less in terms of civil rights and
civil liberties, of political and social
action, than in terms of alienation, of
the intellectual degradation of the university by the multiversity, knowledge
factory, concept. They feel cheated in
their education, and dehumanized by a
soulless. machine. Only a small minority of thos~ who suppo~d FSM were
interested in personally' participating
in political and secial action. FSM became a truly mass movement because
of this second current-because these
(Continued Next Pap)
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students felt that this way they could
strike back at the machine, reassert
their humanity and individuality, and
perhaps make the University into a
true community of scholars. Their mor·
al integrity is one of the most impressive thinrs about the FSM revolt..
However while the first current, the
politicals, ';"ere able to' win the limited
demands they were fighting for-that
is, in essence, more favorable conditions for their underground movement
-the hopes of the second group were
doomed to disappointment. True, after
the Academic Senate meeting of pecember 8 there was a brief period' of
euphoria when it seemed that honest
communication and mutual respect
could be established between faculty
and ,students, and that the 'community
of scholars could exist apart from and
in spite of external socild forces; but
already now this mood is evaporating,
the old barriers coming up again, the
faculty retreating, and the IBM ma'chines are clicking on. As long as the
university is ~ vital part of the capitalist establishment no community of
scholars can exist, and the moral corruption ot moribund capitalism must
taint the campus as well as evel')" othex
social institution. This section of the
studimts, naive if you will, hoped with
the aid of the faculty to be able to
take the University away from the ruling ciass~ This was a v~in, illusion, of
course.
The oourgeoisie will no more give up
ita knowledge factory than it will ita
General Motors plant, and it needs the
oneasmllch as· the othClr. Some educational reform may be forthcoming,
but nothing that will meet the needs
of' t~, students. The question is,
th,m, what will their reaction be? On
the one hand, it could be a retreat into
a' personal world, marijuana and bOo
hemiaitism for some, and surrender to
split-level values fer others, ~nd in
both cases' disillusionment and / eyni.
.cism. But this is not necessary, They
haVe/been iilintimate contact now with
the underground opposition, the civil
'ri~ts advocates andl thepoUticals.
There is genuine eommunication and
respect between the two groups, and
perhaps their values can lead them to
understand that the road to the free
un'iversity,and the intellectual freedom and· honesty that this cOnc!ept implies, Ijes onlythrourh the orerthrow
of the capitalist syatel!l-'which corruptS their environment. In that case
we may come to see a transformation
of, the whole social and politieal climate in the United States.
The Univenlity and Capitans.
With .the changee which' are cur-

Socialist in
Berkeley EI,ctions,

Geoffrey White
rently' taking place within the structure of western capitalism, the university becomes a more and more critical part of the over-al,I, system: . As
automation, eats away at the tradltlOn:al working class and the white collar
elements as well, the bourgeoisie more
and inore needs its trained specialists.
Not, only have they technical tasks of
the hil!.'hest order to perform, but the
bou~isie is ~lso in increasing - need
of reliable and skilled ideologues and
of social engineers to manage the manipulated society. Their dilemma is that
this job cannot be done by third rate,
unskilled, uncreative people. Giving
more athletic scholarships won't meet
their needs. Their professional people,
if they are to do the job, must have
education as well as training. But to
the degree that education, intellectual
freedom, and creativity are permitted,
to this degree there is the danger of
t~e kind of revolt which took place in
Berkeley.
It was a middle class revolt of people to whom the system offered it!\
most attractive material rewards, and
status gratifications too. These students had it made, but in the FSM revolt they. rejected the whole set of values and assumptions of' the split-level
society. What they want is something
else, . not yet sharply defined but ~ot to
be found in the Great Society. But the
Great Society needs ,these students,
and iii their revolt against it they expose a sickness in that society from
which ,it is not likely to recover. •

The Bay Area Spartacist Committee
offered a l'ocialist alternative to Berkeley electors this April. The campaign
attacked the liberal D!'mocratic major.
ity of the\. City Council ,as political abettors of the Vietnam atrocity and of the
Johnson diversion of' the civil rights
movement. The campaign platform
centered on the demand for immediate
and unconditional U.S. withdrawal
from Vietn~m and support of the right
of American Negroes .to armed selfdefense in the face of racist violence.
Local deman'Js featured rigorous rent
control, thirty-hour week for city employees, and abolition of the police red
squad.
The candidate for Berkeley City
Councilman, Geoff White, West Coast
SPARTACIST editor, received 2,051 votes,
about 6 percent of the total, against a
full slate of liberals. He had previously
run for the same office in 1963 as a
candidate of the SWP.
Support of the candidacy was asked
from those groups calling themselves
revolutionary-socialist. White was endOl'sed' by the Independent Socialist
Club, of which Hal Draper is a leading
figure; PL refused endorsement; and
the SWP had not arrived at a position
by the time of the election. The SWP
candidates for Oakland Mayor and
School Board were publicly endorsed by
the Spartacist Committee, but critically so in view of the SWP's central
campaign slogan '.'Withdraw troops
from Vietnam, Send them to Alabama." High points of White's campaign were a speech from the steps of
the University's Sproul Hall, scene of
the mass sit-in during the recent stu·
dent. rebellion, and a three-way debate
with representatives of the libera:! and
conservative slates. •
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